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profoundly.    I was returning to a world for which I was to be
unfitted for a long time.
XIX
On arrival at Stockholm (after the Swedish port authorities
had subjected me to a search, not for contraband but for
insects!) to my surprise and bewilderment I was suddenly
besieged by newspaper reporters. They left me no time to eat.
(I did want to eat!) I blurted out my impressions smilingly
and regardless of all political arriere fen$£e. The result was
that the chief Conservative paper published my declaration
that Trotzki was a perfect gentleman! I was sure I had
never used any such qualifying adjective to describe a man
who was a genius, a superman or a devil! No doubt the
editor meant well, but I was much embarrassed.
I was also carried off in a motor by strange men to a movie
studio and filmed. Later I saw myself on the screen at Marble
Arch among the news items ! I had not the faintest idea why
I was treated in this way and wondered if the same reception
awaited me in England.
The boat from Gdteborg to Newcastle was delayed twenty-
four hours by a violent storm. As I lay in my half-dark cabin
I reflected on my Russian venture, on all that Kameneff had
predicted concerning it, of the historical interest that attached
to it, etc. Would anyone really be interested, I wondered.
The British are so frigid and phlegmatic, so indifferent. And
my family, how would they receive me ? Three letters only
had I received, and they arrived by courier from London,
dispatched by Shane through the Soviet office. They had been
opened and read by God knows what censor. Shane wrote:
" We count on your wits to bring you safely back to us/' One
was from Margaret, who sent her " love to Lenin and Trotzki
and their wives," and a sentimental one from my mother
saying, "I forgive you, darling, as I would even if you had
committed a murder." There was not a word from my
father.
As soon as the ship arrived at Newcastle, at midnight, I was

